Client Profiles

Australia

October 2021

Headquartered in Hong Kong,

to launch a 360-degree exhibition

The Screens Guru is one of the first art

and auction experience for the NFT

and technology incubators for emerging

collection, with Art Basel, digital out-of-

artists in the region.

home (DOOH) at Harbour City, Gallery by

Its team of art, data, startup and social

the Harbour, and Opensea.io.

media experts from Hong Kong and

The Screens Guru’s upcoming initiative

Australia match artists with advanced

is an open-source database of patron of

technologies to accelerate innovation in

digital art to promote appreciation and

art creation, curation, and collection.

collection of innovative art.

The Screens Guru sees Hong Kong as the

Art and Technology Incubator
thescreensguru.com

hub of art and technology collaboration
that can create unprecedented value for
the art and technology sectors through
art and technology exchange.
In its launching art and technology
showcase, The Screens Guru partnered
with WAVE, Hong Kong’s first nonfungible token (NFT) artist collective,

Canada

Founded by Professor Moshe Szyf

for Standardisation (ISO) certification

at McGill University in 2016,

requirements. The expansion will create 10

HKG Epitherapeutics Ltd. is dedicated to

new jobs including senior lab technicians,

harness the untapped power of epigenetics

medical laboratory technologists (MLT),

in molecular diagnostics. The company

automation experts, quality control and

is launching three novel proprietary

regulatory affairs professionals.

non-invasive tests targeting healthy
individuals, including epiLiver for early
risk assessment of liver cancer, epiCervix
for early risk assessment of cervical cancer
and epiAging for measuring biological age.
All of the tests target consumers in Hong
Kong, Asia and the global market.
The company has invested in its
expansion and built a new testing
facility at HKSTP to comply with Clinical
Laboratory Improvement Amendments
(CLIA), College of American Pathologists
(CAP) and International Organisation

HKG Epitherapeutics has initiated a
new round of fundraising to further
expand its research and development,
global marketing and test services to be
headquartered in Hong Kong.
Molecular Diagnostics
hkgepitherapeutics.com
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Headquartered in Hong Kong with

Having launched a US$500,000 NFT

presence in Europe and Southeast Asia,

gaming development initiative recently,

Refinable is a multi-chain non-fungible

Refinable supports promising NFT game

token (NFT) marketplace that provides

projects. The company will provide

one-stop solution to create, trade, and

smart contracts, royalties and logic

leverage NFTs. NFTs are able to tokenise

integration, marketing support and

with both physical and digital assets,

investment. Refinable is looking to bring

enabling an array of possibilities.

NFTs to all corners of the world.

Refinable creates an accessible

Multi-chain NFT Marketplace

environment for any user, brand, and

refinable.com

community to engage with NFTs.
This means providing a multitude of
options to cater to different needs while
ensuring a fast and secure platform for
users everywhere. The company offers
customisable solutions and dedicated
spaces for brands to showcase and
distribute their NFT content.

Savvy Sapiens empowers young

their true potential, and powerful tools

adults with the self-awareness skills to

that will help achieve success in all

confidently navigate life’s challenges in a

aspects of life, from the inside out.

way that is true to who they are.
Savvy Sapiens offers group workshops,

Education
savvysapiens.com

online training and one-on-one coaching,
all of which provide students with crucial
insights into the nature of the human
mind, strategies they can use to tap into

Headquartered in Canada, Tappy

and administration. Targeting both

Technologies is a global major company

traditional and virtual banks, fashion

in wearable contactless payments. Tappy

brands, themed parks and public

is an approved Visa token requestor

transport, the company plans to increase

and token service provider, as well as

its Hong Kong workforce in the coming

Mastercard digital activity customer.

future as it aims to provide secure and

Tappy’s payment card industry (PCI)

convenient contactless payments,

certified solution includes tokenisation

access, and smart-identity solution.

platform, companion mobile application,
patented “Universal Passive Provisioning
Unit”, and network certified contactless
payment form factors. Tappy sees Hong
Kong as a high potential FinTech market
in Asia Pacific and has invested in its
Hong Kong operations. The investments
have largely been made in the areas of
business development, research and
development, wearable production,

Payments, Access, Transport, Identity
Solutions
tappytech.com
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France

Enea is an international strategy

pro-bono work since its beginnings in

consultancy advancing energy and

developing countries in Asia and

climate solutions, as well as sustainable

Sub-Saharan Africa.

finance. With a team of over 80 experts
across five offices in Paris, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Melbourne and Sydney,
Enea advises corporate players,
financial institutions, public authorities,
and startups advancing climate and
sustainable finance solutions. The
company thrives to help clients seize
business opportunities in climate change
and sustainable development, but not
only focusing on risks.
Through its unique hybrid business

Its Hong Kong office opened in April
2017. Since then, it has continued to grow
a team of eight staff with diversified
academic profiles and professional
backgrounds including engineering,
business and finance to further expand
the activities with both corporate and
investors clients in Hong Kong, and more
broadly in the Asia-Pacific region.
Consulting
enea-consulting.com/en/

model, Enea has engaged in energy access

Based in Hong Kong, Lumiere Project

content can be made at affordable costs,

offers finance solutions for the

which creates more job opportunities

entertainment industry. Lumiere’s

in Hong Kong, and develop transparent

solutions operate as technological bricks

practices in the entertainment industry.

that considerably lower investment
risks for recorded media investors.
Investors can now test the impact of
their intellectual property (IP) before
production, which can easily track the
flow of capital, and attract new capital
through rights tokenisation
Lumiere connects these opportunities
by offering executives and independent
producers the possibility to monitor their
productions remotely and in real-time.
Impactful entertainment and creative

The company aims to lower and
syndicate the risk for movie investors,
which opens the gates to a wider
marketplace for film finance and
production. It hopes to bring the entire
value chain of film including financing,
production, distribution and exploitation
into blockchain.
Blockchain, Non-fungible Tokens for
Entertainment Industry
lumiereproject.io

Phenix by OnTheList is a joint venture

Phenix by OnTheList team has six staff

between OnTheList, a Hong Kong-

after five months of operation. It plans

based member only flash sales now

to tackle the food waste management

implemented in six Asian countries,

issue in Hong Kong by collaborating with

and Phenix, a French company aiming

as many food and beverage partners as

to live in a world without food waste,

possible. Hong Kong is the first location in

with its application now implemented

implementing the application in Asia.

in six European countries and saving on
120,000 meals per day from wastage.
Phenix by OnTheList launched Phenix
application in Hong Kong in February
2021. The company aims to connect
food and beverage companies to the
consumers by selling their unsold food of
the day at a discounted price. App users
can purchase food baskets from these
merchants, and pick up on the same day.

Food and Beverage, Technology and
Sustainability
phenixbyonthelist.com
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The Method Research revolutionises

Together with The Method Research,

market research using cutting-edge

clients get access to consumer insights

technology and digital solutions to

anywhere in the world in no-time.

provide the best real-time consumer
insights available on the market.

Consulting
themethod-research.com

With offices in Hong Kong and Dubai,
the company is trusted by the world’s
top leading brands and institutions,
including Heineken, Singha Asia,
Hyundai, Mercedes-Benz, and the United
Nations.

India

Orka Wellness is a holistic healthpromoting enterprise spearheaded
by health and wellness professionals
Nobin K.John and Aswini Rachel. The
company’s vision is “to make wellness a
tasty, affordable, and socially responsible
affair”.

Canada, Austria, Sri Lanka, and India.
Orka Wellness’ core fundamentals
revolve around upholding sustainability
and reducing carbon footprint by
promoting a “farm-to-pantry” concept.
The company is looking to develop a
distribution channel model for their

Orka is a Swedish word for “Energy”. The

products in Hong Kong and nearby

company aims to energise the daily

regions in the near future.

lives and lifestyles of citizens through
its carefully curated retail line to be
launched under the “Orka Organics”

Wellness
orkawellness.com

brand.
Orka Organics retail line features both
organic and responsibly sourced handpicked food ingredients, conscious living
products, and healthy-living offerings
from vendors and brands from Peru,

Indonesia

Creative Storm Limited is a Hong Kong-

exuberant costs and delay in achieving

based education technology company.

academic goals.

It provides a safe online platform
and environment for both qualified
tutors and inquisitive learners to work
together in solving problems related to
mathematics and computer science.
This new learning experience allows
learners to pursue their education
journey successfully and achieve their
academic goals with freedom and peace
of mind.
Creative Storm provides one-on-one
on-demand online academic support
around the clock. It aims to build a
tech confident community for learners
and educators without boundaries,

The community concept approach
enables the company to collaborate
with everyone, including tutoring
centres, schools, technology companies,
financial institutions, and other
organisations, working together to build
a technology and mathematics savvy
community.
Education Technology
creativestorm.io
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Mainland China

China Railway ( Hong Kong ) Science

to five times that of ordinary materials,

Research Institute Limited, is a high-

leading to high wear resistance, high

tech enterprise integrating “production,

impact resistance and weld ability.

learning and research”. With independent

China’s freight railway line has become

intellectual property rights (patented

the largest in the world in terms of train

technology), the company has made

axle weight, single traffic volume and

a major breakthrough in the research

annual traffic volume.

and development of a series of products
including Bainite steel railway frogs,
switch blades, stock rails, curved track

Rail Transit
beijingteye.com

and turnout systems. The successful
development of the U20Mn complex
phase structure steel once again leads
the technical revolution in the field of
new materials. Its service life is three

IMS Digital Ventures (IMS DV) is the
venture building arm of Integrated
Management Systems (IMS). IMS DV’s
mission is to help entrepreneurs and
corporations disrupt their industries
with ground-breaking innovations.
IMS DV’s team brings the technology,
resources, and skin in the game to
transform an idea into a market-moving
business within one year - from finetuning ideas, building the technology
and team, acquiring customers to raising
external capital.

its ventures to leverage its cutting-edge
technology and robust in-house team of
over 300 professionals.
IMS DV shares the risk and reward with
the founder by investing in equity and
by being the venture’s hands-on tech
partner, commercial, financial, and
operational advisor. With presence
in Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Shanghai,
Singapore, Europe and the US, IMS DV
can propel startups at unprecedented
speed.
Venture Builder

With a market leading position in
digital transformation and enterprise
software development, IMS DV enables

imsdv.com

With the philosophy of “Wealth

financing, asset management,

Creation • Wealth Preservation • Wealth

securities and trading, fund investment,

Inheritance”, Kingkey Privilege Wealth

mandatory provident fund, lending

Management Limited dares to innovate

services, trust services, and local

by bringing a broad range of products

and overseas property investment,

and services, with a diversified wealth

investment immigration consultation,

management models, to serve a lot of

and mortgage referral.

valued customers and strive to achieve
the goal of comprehensive financial
management, asset appreciation and
wealth inheritance.
Together with its associate companies,
Kingkey Privilege Wealth Management
aims to build a one-stop wealth
management platform by providing
an array of services in Greater China,
including risk protection, financial
planning, insurance, corporate

Wealth Management – Financial Services
kkwm.com.hk
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Red Date Technology Co., Ltd. was

US$30 million in June 2021, led by Hong

founded in September 2014 and

Kong-based investment firm Kenetic

headquartered in Hong Kong. The

Capital and Prosperity7, the diversified

company is one of the four founding

growth fund of Aramco Ventures.

members of the Blockchain-based
Service Network (BSN). It is the technical
architect behind the BSN and is
responsible for the BSN’s research and

Software and Blockchain Infrastructure
Services
reddatetech.com

development, daily operations, and
maintenance.
Red Date Technology opened its Hong
Kong office in March 2021 and will
expand to a team of over 15 employees
within two years. The company
announced its Series A funding round of

SUNRATE was founded in 2016 and

digitalising payment processes, offering

launched with branches in Shanghai,

transparent, competitive exchange rates

Hong Kong, Tokyo, Singapore, Jakarta

to move money securely around the

and London. As a digital payment

world. The company enables customers

platform created to empower global

to use their local currencies to achieve

business, SUNRATE provides fast, safe

global growth.

and cost-effective payment solutions
for cross-border companies from
eCommerce, general trade, online travel,

FinTech – Cross-border Payment
sunrate.com

and a variety of other sectors.
SUNRATE’s commercial settlement
gateway opens up international trade by

Established in December 2001, Zhejiang
Communications Investment Group
(CICO) is a provincial (Zhejiang) stateowned enterprise. Its business covers
investment, operation, financing
and management of expressways,
railways, key trans-regional rail or
transport exchange and other transport
infrastructure. By the end of 2020, CICO
generated an annual revenue of US$29.9
billion, with a total asset of US$91.5
billion and net asset of US$29 billion.
It also owns 305 entities with four listed
entities, including Zhejiang Expressway
Co. Group (0576.HK), Zhejiang
Communications Technology Ltd
(0002061.SZ), Zheshang Development
Group (000906.SZ) and Zheshang
Securities (601878.SH). CICO ranked the
433th at the Fortune Global 500 in 2021.

Universal Cosmos Ltd is a window
company of CICO, coordinating
overseas resources of the Group, and
is responsible for expanding overseas
investment such as road, bridge, railway
and many more.
Transport Infrastructure, Financial
Transaction, Transport Related Activities
and Transport Resource Development
cncico.com
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Norway

Founded by Hans Langsrud in 2016,

including nine years at sea on a range of

HOL Maritime Services is a marine

ship types. In 2001, he came ashore to

consultancy based in Hong Kong. HOL

take on the role of technical adviser to

provides ranges of services, including

an Oil Major. Thereafter, Langsrud was a

salvage and wreck removal consultancy,

senior risk management executive for a

surveying, and casualty investigation.

leading P&I Club before moving into the

The company has built up an extensive

field of marine consultancy in 2014 at a

track-record with involvement in more than

top-drawer survey firm in Hong Kong.

100 cases globally serving ship owners, law

He is the only Lloyd’s special casualty

firms, protection and indemnity insurance

representative in Hong Kong.

(P&I) clubs, and hull underwriters.

Marine Consultancy
holmaritime.com

During his over three-decade-long
career in the marine industry, Langsrud
has been employed in a variety of roles,

Russia

.com

PRINT

SHIFU

PrintShifu.com was started from a pure

Metal print is an ideal medium for

passion to create the best possible high-

displaying artwork and photography in

end printing service. The company is

a variety of applications from residential

dedicated to focus on one product – metal

to commercial usage. The exceptional

print.

detail and colour resolution combined

Metal print represents a new highdefinition print medium for preserving
digital images. By infusing dyes directly
into specially coated aluminium plates,

deliver an amazing 3D depth of the
image.
Online Printing Service
printshifu.com

the company gets prints with exceptional
luminosity and depth. Aluminium prints
are lightweight, durable, water resistant
and long-lasting as they are made from
recycled material and fully recyclable.

Singapore

Founded in 2018, Choco Up is a revenue-

Choco Up’s funding model allows

based financing and growth platform in

portfolio companies to grow revenue

the Asia-Pacific region, offering flexible

resulting in an increase in profitability

non-dilutive funding solutions across

and valuation of the businesses while

eight countries and 10 sectors.

preserving equity for future equity

With offices in Hong Kong and Singapore,
Choco Up is a data-driven FinTech
platform that leverages data analytics
and vast integration to automate growth
fund deployment and risk management.
Choco Up invests in rapidly scaling
companies with domain expertise,
established products, and proven
demand, providing with recurring access
to growth capital without equity dilution.

fundraising rounds.
FinTech
choco-up.com
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Headquartered in Singapore, Info-Tech

providers in Singapore with over 25

is specialised in providing cloud-based

years’ experience. Today, Info-Tech

human resource management system

also operates in Hong Kong, Malaysia,

(HRMS) to businesses of all sizes and

India and Australia and services more

industries.

than 10,000 corporate customers and

Aiming to improve workplace
productivity at affordable price, Info-Tech
has supported multiple companies in
Hong Kong to automate and streamline
their complete human resource

processes around 350,000 employees’
payroll in a month.
Cloud Human Resources and Payroll
Software Provider
info-tech.com.hk

processes from attendance, payroll,
leave, claim to appraisal in one single
integrated platform.
Info-Tech has grown to be one of the
leading human resource software

Soqqle is a social mobile learning

Soqqle is also constantly looking for

application used by educators for their

research partners for international

students to upload assessments with

academic research collaboration. The

videos and pictures. The application is

company aims to continuously create

private with social media application

new mechanisms to improve student

design and provides ways for teachers to

learning.

give private feedback. Learning analytics
is provided on a web dashboard,
including assignments with most views

Education Technology
soqqle.com

and a consolidated view of comments
for the educator to give feedback.
Studies show that students increase
their learning performance from 8 to 12
percent due to increased motivation,
confidence and peer-to-peer learning.

TalentStork is an executive search

TalentStork believes in taking a proactive

firm specialising in middle to senior

approach in understanding the clients’

level placements in Asia. The company

business first which will guide the

hires primarily in the supply chain,

company to identify current and future

eCommerce as well as technology

business drivers, define the success

areas. Based in Hong Kong, Shanghai

factors to be achieved and establish the

and Singapore, TalentStork consultants

calibre of talent required to acquire the

bring with their significant business

competitive edge.

experience in specialised industries.
Backed by exceptional research
professionals and world-class
technological platforms, the company
collaborates as a team to provide rich
insights and superior value to clients and
candidates.

Executive Search
TalentStork.com
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South Africa

NBConsult is a globally recognised

continues to be the industry leaders

information technology consulting group

in fields of expertise. A wide range of

with decades of experience in helping

oil companies and asset management

businesses successfully use technology

groups from Hong Kong, Australia, South

to meet their strategic requirements. As

Africa, the UK and the US continue to

an award-winning and Microsoft Gold

trust NBConsult to handle all IT needs.

partner, the company is passionate about
going above and beyond to do what it
does.

Information Technology Consulting
Service
nbconsult.co

From moving workloads to the cloud
and managing digital infrastructures
to integrating on-premises technology
with the latest innovations, NBConsult

Switzerland

ZhongYi Investment Managers Limited

to highly reputable professionals

is one of the fastest growing investment

and proprietary deals. ZhongYi’s

management firms in managing a diverse

operations are supported by a stringent

array of funds in fixed income, real estate,

infrastructure and commitment to

private equity and multi-strategies across

best-in-class practices, risk management,

Asia. The company has Type 4 and

governance, and transparency.

Type 9 licences from the Securities and
Futures Commission of Hong Kong (SFC).

Investment Management
zyim.com.hk

The team manages the firm’s fixed
income and Mainland China venture
capital strategies. With deep expertise
and on the ground experience in key
Asian markets, the company has access

The Netherlands

TMF Group is a leading global provider of

The company serves with numerous

compliance and administrative services.

business services includes human

With Asia-Pacific headquartered in Hong

resources and payroll, accounting and

Kong, the company has 8,000 in-country

tax, legal administrative (including

experts in 90 jurisdictions worldwide.

corporate secretary service and

The company helps clients operate
internationally and assimilate into
wherever they are in the world. In Hong
Kong, the company provides services
to assure the clients are properly set up
for business and compliant with local
regulations.
TMF Group serves over 60 percent of
the Fortune Global 500 and FTSE 100,
50 percent of the top 300 private equity
firms, as well as companies of all sizes.

international incorporations), private
clients (including trusts and foundations),
fund services, as well as Foreign Account
Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) and
Common Reporting Standard (CRS)
classifications and filings.
Financial Services – Corporate Services
tmf-group.com
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United Kingdom

Equiom is a global trust and corporate

With more than 550 professional

services provider established in 1978.

staff, over 20 office locations and

The company has provided market

above GBP150 billion assets under

leading professional services for

administration, Equiom is a dedicated

more than 40 years. Servicing private

private client and family office support

clients is in its core DNA. Equiom has

services provider.

particular experience and expertise
in administering trust structures,
real estate, yacht and aircraft holding
companies for its ultra-high-net-worth
clients and family offices. The company
assists family office and fund managers
with back office outsourcing, special
purpose vehicle (SPV) set up and

Equiom provides an unrivalled breadth
of bespoke end-to-end wealth protection
and business support services to
private clients, family offices, funds and
corporate clients.
Trust and Corporate Services
equiomgroup.com

administration.

Inspiring Girls Hong Kong was set up to

Inspiring Girls Hong Kong believes

create meaningful social capital in the

that girls should aspire to achieve their

local community by investing in youth

goals and not to be limited by gender

education and promoting valuable

stereotypes. The company also hopes to

reciprocity between corporations and

demonstrate the unlimited possibilities

schools. Its programme encourages

of female in career development and

social cooperation and cohesion

their rights to aim.

between students, families and
organisations, as well as building a
sustainable and impactful society.

Charity
inspiringgirlshongkong.com

The company focuses on youth
education, helping disadvantaged youth
with lower socioeconomic backgrounds
and differently-abled, vocational
skill enhancement, and female
empowerment.

Latitude RCBI Consultancy (UK) Ltd. is a

that attract this privileged segment of the

leading global citizenship and residency

world population to their shores.

planning firm with over 75 years of
experience. Over the last decade, it has
successfully assisted more than 1,500
high-net-worth private clients and their
families in obtaining citizenship or
residency around the world, including
Europe, North America, the Caribbean,
and the South Pacific.
As one of the multiple governmentapproved partners and authorised
agents in all of the world’s most popular
programmes, Latitude also provides
government advisory services by
helping nations create residency and
citizenship-by-investment programmes

The company has offices and
representatives in 15 countries, a team of
over 80 professionals and relations with
trustworthy global institutional partners.
The Hong Kong office was established to
better serve clients in the region, and as
a base from which the company looks to
expand further in the Greater China.
Professional Services Related to Residency
and Citizenship by Investment
latitudeworld.com

Client Profiles
My Locals is the latest experience

My Locals is similar to visiting a friend’s

platform that empowers local people to

hometown and having them show

market unique experiences in their city.

you everything great about their local

The company creates a new peer-to-peer
marketplace for passionate locals to
share their interests to a global audience,

community.
Platform for Travellers
mylocals.com

connecting travellers with locally vetted
experiences that will share a few of their
homes and cultures.

Established in 1987, Sovereign has

The company also offers private client

since grown into one of the largest

services, including trustee services,

independent corporates and trust

wealth management and succession

service providers in the world. It

planning and residency consultation

currently manages over 20,000 clients

to internationally mobile families and

that include companies, entrepreneurs,

entrepreneurs.

private investors or high-net-worth
individuals and family offices. Sovereign
holds the appropriate authorisations to
establish a network of offices or agents in
all major international finance centres.
Sovereign provides corporate services
by offering company formation
and management across all major
jurisdictions, together with the necessary

Sovereign Trust (Hong Kong) Limited
was founded in 1992 and serves as the
regional headquarters for Asia. It helps
companies establish themselves in Hong
Kong with business support services, so
as to help foster and guide growth.
Financial Services – Professional Services
SovereignGroup.com

administrative and operational support
to assist companies of all sizes.

T.H.E Design is a co-working space

Within three-minute walk from City

formed around a community of like-

One Shatin MTR Station, T.H.E Design

minded individuals and startups

occupies an 18,000 sq. ft. naturally lit

interested in sharing ideas, knowledge,

industrial space with high ceilings for

and experience. Its vision is to become

members to work, network, hold events,

a space where designers from multiple

inspire and be inspired.

disciplines come together to form an
ecosystem of creativity.
T.H.E Design provides a bright, spacious,
flexible environment, specifically to
suit the needs of designers. In addition
to provide an affordable premium
workspace, T.H.E Design is dedicated to
supporting Hong Kong design industry
by connecting designers to prospective
clients, mentors, and collaborators, as
well as running design workshops and
events for members to hone their skills,
and design consulting.

Co-workshop
the.design
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UK Education Garden is a one-stop

university students; boarding school

education consulting service company

tour for parents and children to visit

that mainly organises study tour to the

campus and admission office of UK

University of Cambridge in the UK. It

schools; leadership training courses

designs the most suitable study tour for

mainly for senior management; personal

students aged 13 to 18 and advises on

statement advisory service for foreign

personal statement for students who

students; and tutorial for UKISET, IELTS,

wish to study in the UK. It also arranges

UCAS preparation and subject specific

leadership training courses for business

revisions through ePlatform for students

and professional institutions.

overseas.

With Asian headquarters in Hong Kong,

Education Consultancy
ukedugarden.com

UK Education Garden’s educational
services are divided into five major
categories, including English study
tours and the preparatory boarding
courses for primary, secondary and

VIRTRIX is a Hong Kong-based design

Recently admitted to the Cyberport

tech startup with investment in

Incubation Programme, VIRTRIX aims

transforming the Hong Kong design

to nurture local talent, and grow into a

landscape and beyond. With a new team

leading 3D virtual solutions firm in Hong

focused on business growth, design and

Kong with plans to expand into a global

virtual reality (VR) development, the

digital platform transforming business

company takes the future of augmented

and consumer processes.

reality (AR) and VR in business use
forward. Its Hong Kong team has grown
since its founding within a year and
is steadily growing. Hong Kong team

Business Augmented and Virtual Reality
Solutions
virtrix.co

runs everything from design to project
coordination to business growth.

WeeGo is an exploration platform and

conveniently stored on their phones for

application that revolutionises the way

the ultimate on-the-go travel itinerary.

people discover, plan, and travel locally

“Where you go, WeeGo.” WeeGo will be

and globally. It creates a new social

releasing online soon.

network of intrepid explorers based
on user-generated recommendations,
without endless searches through
articles and blogs. Users will be able
to browse unique and personalised
recommendations by list or map, and
all content is curated by trusted friends,
followers, and WeeGo community
partners. The users can locate,
bookmark, and share their favourite
places all on one single platform,

Lifestyle Platform and Application
weego.world

Client Profiles
Hong Kong is Xentropy’s centre for

five functionalities on AI document

research and development and

processing, which covers AI assisted

infrastructure, focusing on artificial

searching, similarity assessment,

intelligence (AI) development and

question answering, information

software engineering. To cope with the

extraction, and finally prediction and

rapid business expansion, the company

forecast.

has set up its own data centre in Hong
Kong. Thanks to the low tax rate, the
company is planning to further invest to
expand its presence in the city.
In order to sustain long term growth,
the company is developing business in
public sector and large corporations from
private sector. The key product offering
is the AI knowledge engine that provides

United States

Xentropy believes that companies and
organisations in Hong Kong will gain
instant benefit in reducing paperwork
overheads and elevating the overall
productivity of workforce.
Information and Communications
Technology
xentropy.co

Founded and headquartered in Hong

powered by data science models

Kong in 2019, Haven Technologies Asia

designed for Hong Kong, and a digital

is an enterprise Software as a Service

agency distribution solution.

(SaaS) company and powered by proven
life insurance technology from Haven
Life, LifeScore Labs, and MassMutual.
The company’s mission is to empower
insurers and financial services
companies in Asia to protect more people
and reduce costs by selling fully digital
insurance.
Haven Technologies Asia offers a
modular, end-to-end, direct-to-consumer

With continuous growth, the company
has built a diverse and talented team of
over 40 professionals in Hong Kong. Its
team comprises of product managers,
product designers, data scientists,
software engineers, test engineers, and
site reliability engineers.
InsurTech
haventech.asia

platform, an underwriting platform

Based in Hong Kong, International

regions to achieve high-level cardiac and

Medical Solutions Limited (IMS) aims

vascular procedures experience in Asia

to bring world-class interventional

and abroad.

cardiology and vascular products to the
high-end Hong Kong healthcare market.

IMS plans to expand its product portfolio
as well as the Hong Kong exposure in the

The company aims to bring only the

near future. The company looks forward

highest quality products at affordable

to serving the physicians and Hong

prices, to relieve some of the burden

Kong residents with high quality and

of the increasing healthcare costs.

affordable health care products now and

IMS currently offers different kinds

in the future.

of products including coronary and
vascular stents, trans catheter heart
valves, and surgical heart valves. Its
goal is to continue to brand Hong Kong
doctors as world-class physicians who
can proctor and advise other countries or

Healthcare – Interventional Cardiovascular
Products
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Kaltura’s mission is to power the broadest

for their own products. Kaltura’s video

ranges of video experience for any

experience cloud is used by leading

organisations. Its video experience cloud

brands for communication, collaboration,

offers live, real-time, and on-demand

training, marketing, sales, customer care,

video products as well as specialised

teaching, learning, and entertainment

industry solutions for all enterprises,

experiences in reaching millions of users,

educational institutions, media and

at home, at school and at work.

telecom companies. Underlying its

Video Cloud Platform for Enterprise,
Education, Media
kaltura.com

products and solutions is a broad set
of media services that are also used by
other cloud platforms and companies to
power video experiences and workflows

MSA Security mitigates threats with

MSA established a branch office in Hong

world-class solutions and unrivalled

Kong in 2018 to support the primary

expertise to protect personnel and

global partners, and to grow its footprint

property for peace of mind. Founded

and client base through the Asia-Pacific

for more than 30 years, MSA has

region. As MSA scales new opportunities

grown into an international provider

will become available, particularly for

of comprehensive, high-consequence

detection dog handlers.

threat protection services. Its team
of professionals supports enterprise
clients across a range of industries. More

Explosive and Lithium Battery Detection
msasecurity.net

than 1,400 employees are rigorously
selected from a diverse range of
elite law enforcement and military
organisations. MSA leads the security
industry in explosive mitigation with
over 650 explosive detection canine
teams deployed around the world, and
its patented SmartTech® technology,
providing instant access to certified
bomb technicians at the touch of a
button.

Headquartered in San Francisco,

Its customers have used the platform to

California, OpenSpace’s mission is

capture over four billion square feet of

to bring new levels of transparency

active construction projects in more than

to construction. The company

55 countries around the world.

combines simple off-the-shelf 360°
camera, computer vision, and artificial
intelligence (AI) to make it incredibly
easy to capture a complete visual record
of a jobsite, as well as sharing it via the
cloud and tracking progress remotely.

Innovation and Technology
openspace.ai

Client Profiles
Vuzec is a software development

Its platform will act similarly to other

company that has developed a one-stop

exchanges for fans and investors,

online platform for artists around the

allowing users to enjoy an alternative

world. It aims to be a global decentralised

stream of income from the appreciation

record label and remedy the pain point of

and trading of artist album tokens.

record labels within the music industry.

Vuzec also creates “Studio V”, an open

The company acts as an online record

chat space that encourages collaboration

label for artists without the control,

between artists as well as increased

pressure, and exclusivity that comes with

interactivity for fans.

signing with one. Its platform provides
artists with their funding, discounted
rates for their marketing, and other
promotional events through Vuzec’s

Information and Communications
Technology
Vuzec.com

partners.

YOU. Group offers a plug-and-play

Classic key performance indicators

business analytics solution for

(KPIs) such as tourist review sentiment,

attractions and activities.

traveller personas, price elasticity and

YOU.’s AI-powered platform aims
to reveal hidden problems and
opportunities, to compete in the
constantly evolving tourism market. Its
goal is to do the tedious, technical tasks
of extracting value from large amounts of
data, and present to clients in an easy-touse, real-time report.
Different from other business
intelligence companies, YOU. provides
a one-stop data service. With daily data
updates from big travel aggregators, the
company helps improve clients’ online
ticket sales and customer experience.

return on investment (ROI) analysis are
available in YOU.’s solution, which the
company has designed to be unique to
this industry. Its system generates insight
ready for action.
Information and Communications
Technology
yougroup.io
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